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Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a rapidly expanding
treatment for neurological and psychiatric conditions;
however, a target-specific biomarker is required to opti-
mize therapy. Here, we show that DBS evokes a large-
amplitude resonant neural response focally in the sub-
thalamic nucleus. This response is greatest in the dorsal
region (the clinically optimal stimulation target for Par-
kinson disease), coincides with improved clinical perfor-
mance, is chronically recordable, and is present under
general anesthesia. These features make it a readily uti-
lizable electrophysiological signal that could potentially
be used for guiding electrode implantation surgery and
tailoring DBS therapy to improve patient outcomes.
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Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an established therapy

that involves surgically implanting electrodes within

specific brain structures and delivering electrical pulses to

alleviate symptoms.1–3 First approved for essential tremor

(ET) and Parkinson disease (PD), its application has

expanded to a wide range of neurological and psychiatric

disorders, including dystonia, epilepsy, pain, depression,

obsessive–compulsive disorder, and addiction.1–4

DBS can be remarkably effective at improving quality

of life5; however, a number of clinical challenges can diminish

patient outcomes. In particular, positioning errors in implant-

ing the millimeter-sized brain targets can lead to reduced

therapeutic efficacy, increased detrimental side effects, and

inferior long-term outcomes.6 A robust electrophysiological

biomarker recordable from the DBS electrode itself, and focal

to the neural target, could improve the accuracy of the surgi-

cal procedure and also identify the ideal direction to "steer"

stimulation for new generation electrodes.7

Previous research has particularly focused on low-

frequency (<100Hz) spontaneous local field potential

activity.8,9 In contrast, we investigated whether neural

activity evoked by DBS pulses could yield an alternative

and more robust biomarker. Recordings were obtained

from DBS electrodes implanted in several clinical targets

including the subthalamic nucleus (STN) of PD patients

and the posterior subthalamic area (PSA) and ventral inter-

mediate nucleus of the thalamus (VIM) of ET patients. A

large-amplitude resonant neural response was identified

that is localizable to the STN and has the potential to facil-

itate substantial improvement of DBS therapy.

Patients and Methods

Patients
Subjects were patients undergoing awake DBS implantation sur-

gery. Following ethics approval, 14 PD and 5 ET patients were

recruited (Table) in Melbourne, Australia, at St Vincent’s

(HREC-D 071/14), St Vincent’s Private (R0236-15), and Aus-

tin (SSA/15/Austin/266) hospitals. Informed consent was

obtained from all patients, and the study was registered at

www.anzctr.org.au (trial # ACTRN12615001368527).

Surgery
Following the surgical team’s standard clinical practice, electrode

arrays (model 3387; Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland) were

implanted bilaterally using trajectories intended to position

electrodes within multiple structures (PD: STN and substantia

nigra pars reticulata; ET: PSA and VIM; Fig 1A, B). Targeting

was performed using a stereotactic frame (CRW; Integra Life-

sciences Corporation, Plainsboro, NJ) and preoperative 3-

dimensional volumetric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

fused to a contrast-enhanced stereotactic computed tomography

(CT) scan. Microelectrode recordings and therapeutic window

assessments were performed to validate trajectories. Before con-

nection to a subclavicular pulse generator (Activa, Medtronic)

and with the patient still awake, the implanted electrode arrays
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were connected to both a biosignal amplifier (g.USBamp; g.tec

Medical Engineering, Schiedlberg, Austria) and a highly con-

trollable external neurostimulator10 to conduct experiments.

Experimental Stimulation
Stimulation comprised monopolar symmetric biphasic pulses

(3.38mA, 130Hz, 60-microsecond phase, negative first), as used

in other DBS evoked response studies,11,12 temporally patterned

into bursts of 10 consecutive pulses every second (see Fig 1C).

Stimulation was sequentially applied to the electrodes specified

in the Table for at least 10 seconds each.

Signal Processing
Neural activity was recorded (fs 5 38.4kHz) monopolarly from

the same electrode arrays used for stimulation. Recordings were

postprocessed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) by re-

referencing to an average of the 4 electrodes implanted in the

other hemisphere, zero-phase forward-reverse filtering (2nd-order

Butterworth high-pass [fc 5 2Hz] and band-stop [fc 5 50Hz] fil-

ters), and applying a 21-point moving average. After detrending

to remove baseline offsets, evoked response amplitude was charac-

terized as root mean square amplitude over 4 to 20 milliseconds

after the last pulse of each stimulus burst and normalized to the

sum of response amplitudes across each hemisphere to account

for amplitude disparities across patients, likely due to mediolat-

eral and anteroposterior positional variation, underlying physiol-

ogy, and penetration-related stun effects. Due to stimulation arti-

facts, very short latency (<1 milliseconds) evoked activity was

not investigated. Statistical analyses were performed using Sigma-

Plot (Systat Software, San Jose, CA).

Electrode Localization
As STN architecture cannot be accurately discriminated using

standard 3T MRI, and inherent variation in STN size, shape,

and orientation precludes atlas-based localization, a reference

system was used relative to the readily identifiable red nucleus.

Preoperative MRI and postoperative CT scans (Fig 2A) were

coregistered (BRAINSFit, 3D Slicer13) and electrode coordi-

nates were visually marked by their artifacts and processed in

MATLAB. Research suggests the ideal STN dorsal–ventral loca-

tion to apply DBS for PD is around 2mm inferior to the supe-

rior border of the red nucleus.14 Therefore, electrodes within

the region 1mm above to 2mm below the ideal coordinate were

classified as dorsal STN and electrodes 2 to 5mm below as ven-

tral STN. Electrodes beyond these regions were classified as

superior or inferior to the STN.

Postoperative Clinical Assessments
Ten PD patients (see Table) were assessed at least 3 months

postsurgery (range 5 103–586 days, mean 5 390 days). Motor

performance was assessed by a blinded clinician using the Uni-

fied Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (part III items 20–26). All

patients were assessed off-medication after overnight with-

drawal, and chronic stimulation was ceased 45 minutes prior to

baseline "off-therapy" assessments. Using the implanted pulse

generator, standard DBS was then bilaterally applied to each of

the 4 electrode positions in counterbalanced order for 30

minutes, with assessments repeated after 15 minutes. Monopo-

lar stimulation was applied using each patient’s chronic ampli-

tude setting (or 10% less if chronic stimulation was bipolar), or

75% or 50% of that level if not tolerated, with the chronically

used pulse width and stimulation rate.

General Anesthesia Recording
Due to an infection requiring electrode extension cable replace-

ment, 1 patient (PD09) was able to be retested 560 days postim-

plantation. General anesthesia was induced using propofol and

maintained using remifentanil and isoflurane. The chronically

implanted electrode leads were temporarily externalized and burst

stimulation was applied to each electrode as described above.

FIGURE 1: Subthalamic nucleus region deep brain stimula-
tion evokes resonant neural activity. (A) Typical Parkinson
disease (PD) subthalamic nucleus (STN) target electrode
positions. (B) Typical essential tremor posterior subthalamic
area (PSA)/ventral intermediate nucleus (VIM) target elec-
trode positions. (C) Resonant neural activity evoked by a
burst of stimulation applied to an electrode in the STN of a
PD patient. Bursts comprised 10 pulses delivered at 130Hz
(red waveform). Black arrows indicate a peak observable
between pulses. Green arrows indicate resonant peaks
observable at the end of the burst. Recording electrode:
E1; stimulated electrode: E2. (D) Evoked responses from 27
STNs (colors represent different nuclei). Recording elec-
trode: E1; stimulated electrode: E2. (E) Evoked responses
from 10 PSAs (blue traces; recording electrode: E0; stimu-
lated electrode: E1) and 8 VIMs (red traces; recording elec-
trode: E2; stimulated electrode: E3). Y-axis is as per D.
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Results

DBS in the vicinity of the STN (STN-DBS) was found

to evoke a large-amplitude response with a peak typically

�4 milliseconds after each pulse, which tended to

increase in amplitude and sharpen across the consecutive

pulses of a burst (see Fig 1C). This peak was found to

be the first in a series with progressively decreasing

amplitude, resembling a decaying oscillation, so we

describe it as evoked resonant neural activity (ERNA).

ERNA of similar morphology was observed in

every STN of the PD patients, but not in the PSA of ET

patients (see Fig 1D, E). Extremely low amplitude

ERNA was observed in 5 of 8 VIMs (see Fig 1E); how-

ever, postoperative imaging revealed those electrodes to

be located at the STN border.

ERNA amplitude and morphology varied with elec-

trode position relative to the STN (see Fig 2B), with the

largest responses and most apparent decaying oscillation

morphology typically occurring within the STN. Electro-

des classified as being within dorsal STN had signifi-

cantly higher amplitude ERNA than all other regions

(Kruskal–Wallis, H3 5 24.08, p< 0.001; Dunn post hoc

test; see Fig 2C).

Postoperative clinical assessments were normalized to

off-therapy scores and sorted by ranking the ERNA ampli-

tude measured at each electrode within each hemisphere

(see Fig 2D). Therapeutic benefit was significantly higher

at electrodes with higher ERNA amplitudes (1-way

repeated measures analysis of variance, F3, 78 5 14.302,

p< 0.001, Holm–Sidak post hoc test).

Despite chronic electrode implantation and the pres-

ence of general anesthesia, ERNA was observed in patient

PD09 with comparable amplitude and positional variation

to those recorded at implantation (see Fig 2E, F).

Discussion

These results establish that STN-DBS evokes resonant

neural activity, a robust and clinically relevant electrophysi-

ological response that is focal to the dorsal subregion where

STN-DBS usually produces the greatest benefit for PD.15

ERNA was observed in all 27 PD STNs tested, indicating

it is a prominent signal measurable across the patient

FIGURE 2: Evoked resonant neural activity (ERNA) positional variation, clinical performance and presence under anesthesia. (A)
Example sagittal, coronal, and axial merged magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography scans used to classify elec-
trode positions. The central hyperintense voxels correspond to the implanted electrodes. (B) End-of-burst ERNA resulting from
each electrode being stimulated in the right subthalamic nucleus (STN) of 1 subject. A 3-dimensional reconstruction for the same
subject (green: STN; blue: substantia nigra) illustrates the electrode positions. Crossed axes indicate the stimulated electrode,
with dashed lines separating each stimulation condition. (C) Normalized ERNA amplitude variation with electrode position across
Parkinson disease patients in whom all electrodes were stimulated (20 hemispheres; box: 25th–75th percentiles; line: median;
whiskers: range; w.r.t: with respect to). (D) Mean Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) improvement from stimulation
after ranking electrodes within each hemisphere according to the amplitude of ERNA measured (rank 1: largest ERNA; bars: stan-
dard error). Results from 10 PD patients tested post-surgery (20 hemispheres). (E) ERNA recorded in PD09 at electrode implanta-
tion (blue) and under general anesthesia 560 days postoperatively (red). (F) ERNA variation across the electrode array at
implantation (blue) and 560 days postoperatively (red; solid: left STN; dotted: right STN). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p £ 0.001.
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population, and was absent in all 10 ET PSAs, implying it

is a physiological response and not artifactual. Further-

more, as VIM has previously been reported not to elicit

evoked activity beyond �2 milliseconds,11 the extremely

low amplitude ERNA observed in some ET patients is

likely due to excitation in the vicinity of the STN by elec-

trodes in proximity, suggesting ERNA is not specific to

PD. Universal presence, along with the STN’s roles in

motor, limbic, and associative function,16 may make

ERNA a neuronal response relevant to a number of clinical

indications in addition to PD, although PD remains the

predominant indication for DBS worldwide.4

The presence of a peak evoked by STN-DBS has

been reported previously in 2 PD patients12; however,

the full extent and resonant morphology of ERNA is

only revealed over a time window longer than that

between DBS pulses delivered at a typical rate, as pro-

vided by our burst stimulation protocol. The exact mech-

anism underlying the resonant nature is yet to be estab-

lished, and it may not necessarily arise from direct

activation of the STN itself. The STN is part of the

highly interconnected corticobasal ganglia–thalamocorti-

cal network that forms multiple feedback loops, provid-

ing the components of potentially multiple resonant neu-

ral circuits.1,16,17 As such, ERNA may arise from

resonant interactions between the STN and other inter-

connected structures,1,17 such as the globus pallidus18,19

or the cortex, where resonant responses evoked by STN-

TABLE . Patient Demographics and Experimental Conditions

Subject Age, yr Gender DBS

Indication

DBS Target Hemispheres

Tested

Electrode(s)

Stimulated

Assessed

Postoperatively

PD01 60 M MF STN L, R E2 (dorsal STN)a Nob

PD02 45 M MF STN L, R E2 (dorsal STN)a Nob

PD03 64 F MF STN L, R E2 (dorsal STN)a Nob

PD04 63 M MF STN Lc E2 (dorsal STN)a Nob

PD05 64 M MF STN L, R All Yes

PD06 73 F MF STN L, R All Yes

PD07 61 M MF STN L, R All Yes

PD08 65 F MF STN L, R All Yes

PD09 54 M MF STN L, R All Yesd

PD10 55 F MF STN L, R All Yes

PD11 62 M MF STN L, R All Yes

PD12 66 M MF, T STN L, R All Yes

PD13 63 F MF, T STN L, R All Yes

PD14 53 M MF STN L, R All Yes

ET01 66 M T PSA/VIM L, R E1 (PSA)a,e No

ET02 59 M T PSA/VIM L, R All No

ET03 73 F T PSA/VIM L, R All No

ET04 74 F T PSA/VIM L, R All No

ET05 74 M T PSA/VIM L, R All No

aOnly 1 electrode stimulated per hemisphere due to experiment piloting.
bNot tested as only 1 electrode stimulated intraoperatively.
cOnly 1 hemisphere tested due to patient fatigue.
dPatient retested 560 days postoperatively.
eStimulation amplitude of 2.25mA used instead of 3.38mA.

DBS 5 deep brain stimulation; ET 5essential tremor patient; F 5 female; L 5 left; M 5 male; MF 5 motor fluctuation; PD 5 Parkinson disease

patient; PSA 5 posterior subthalamic area; R 5 right; STN 5 subthalamic nucleus; T 5 tremor; VIM 5 ventral intermediate nucleus.
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DBS have previously been observed.20,21 Alternatively,

ERNA may arise from periods of inhibition and excita-

tion within the STN itself following each DBS pulse.22

ERNA’s high amplitude, orders of magnitude larger

than comparable local field potential signals, and the

improved clinical outcomes when stimulating on electrodes

exhibiting greater ERNA amplitudes suggest it may have

applications as a readily recordable feedback signal for

improving DBS therapy; however, further studies are

required to determine its specificity and sensitivity as a possi-

ble biomarker. ERNA could potentially be used for guiding

electrode implantation surgery to the most beneficial sites for

stimulation in both awake and anesthetized patients, and for

selecting chronic electrode configurations that steer stimula-

tion to the target structure. Although amplitude variation

was the most apparent feature, other ERNA properties such

as peak frequency, latency, or phase reversal may further

prove informative in discriminating STN regions. The sharp-

ening of the first ERNA peak across the individual pulses of

each burst also suggests that resonant state is modulated by

DBS and therefore ERNA may also have utility as a chroni-

cally recordable feedback signal for identifying optimal stim-

ulation parameters, controlling closed-loop therapy, and pro-

viding deeper insight into the mechanisms underlying DBS.
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